


June 12, 2018

To Whom It May Concern,

The purpose of the following letter is to explain the need for a fence at 4676 Largo Drive, Cincinnati, OH,

45236.

My name is Jessica Tomas and I moved into my home at 4676 Largo Drive approximately three years

ago. Since living here I have worked in Downtown Cincinnati and have depended heavily on the

Cincinnati public bus system for transportation to and from work. As a young professionalI find myself

working long hours and relying on family members and friends to assist with my two year old Australian

Shepard, "Bear," whom I rescued approximately one and a half years ago. While Bear is one of the

sweetest, happiest, and friendliest dogs one could hope for, Bear has also certainly come with some

challenges. Bear was brought to the shelter forcibly, as his previous owners were found to have locked

Bear in the basement for several days at a time. After numerous occasions of Bear being left alone with

no food or water, no potty breaks, and no interaction, Bear was finally brought in. Due to the lifestyle

Bear was once subject to, ! have friends and family visit Bear frequently in hopes of reducing his anxiety

and fear  of once again being left alone in the dark.

I want a fence for Bear because I don"t ever want him to feel alone in a dark basement again. Due to

Bear's past, it is important that he not feel suffocated and restrained. Through the use of a fence I want

Bear to be able to safely come and go in and out of our home as he needs and deserves. I want Bear to

be able to go through our back door and into a fenced yard whenever he needs to use the bathroom

without being terrified of having an accident in the house. Through use of a fence my hope is that Bear

will safely be able to run outside and play in the yard without fear of getting run over by a car or

attacked by a stray dog.
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